On vehicle

Joban Highway road

- Tokai Smart I.C exit (Only available for vehicles equipped with an ETC card.) → Prefectural Road 62 (Genken-dori)
  → go straight for 4km → Turn left the Nuclear Science Research Institute T-junction on Route 245 → Go north for 200m → Turn left at the [Ibaraki Quantum Beam Research Center] gate.

- Hitachi Ota IC exit → Join Route 6 (for Mito) → Turn right on Route 293 and go straight toward Tokai for 3km → Turn right on Route 245 and go straight for 2.5km → Turn right at the [Ibaraki Quantum Beam Research Center] gate

- Hitachi Ota IC exit → Join Route 6 (for Hitachi) → Turn right on Route 293 and go straight for 3km, turn right on Route 245 and go straight for 2.5km, turn left 200m [Ibaraki Quantum Beam Research Center] Turn right at the sign

Higasgi-Mito Highway

Hitachinaka I.C. exit → Route 245 (for Hitachi) → go straight for 10 km → pass Main Gate of Nuclear Science Institute → turn left at [Ibaraki Quantum Beam Research Center] 200 m ahead.